i2o	Morocco Awakes
many buildings, a display of enthusiasm calculated to
relieve pent-up feelings without doing the slightest harm
to any one. When General Franco scored a success,
then the display of red and gold Nationalist bunting in-
creased, while the Republican supporters, not to be
outdone, made a great show with their red, yellow and
purple on the slightest provocation
As a rule the two factions lived together peacefully
enough, though every now and then, as might be ex-
pected, there were incidents One heard of people
disappearing in a mysterious manner, and some stories,
which, though no doubt exaggerated, must have con-
tained a measure of truth, reflected httle credit on either
party. Generally speaking, the Republicans patronized
the cafes on the front and in the little socco, while the
Nationalists, whose headquarters lay in the upper town,
regaled themselves at the more fashionable cafes m the
vicinity of the Minza hotel Absurdly enough, one's
politics were judged to a large extent by the cafes one
frequented, and those who like myself, selected the
most amusing resorts regardless of creed, puzzled the
Tangerines greatly, and received considerable attention
from secret agents. The number of spies in Tangier
must be very large, though I have never been able to
understand what results they can possibly hope to
obtain in a place where people, though self-important
enough, do not in fact matter at all Even the Moors
sometimes get into their heads they are being spied
upon, and once when I was talking to an acquaintance
in the little socco he suddenly exclaimed, eWe are being
watched/ and then rushing across to a cafe dealt a poor
old Arab, who was peacefully sleeping, a resounding
blow on the head No one seemed to mind; the old
Arab eventually came to, and my acquaintance walked

